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Abstract—Accurate segmentation of the prostate and organs at
risk (OARs, e.g., bladder and rectum) in male pelvic CT images
is a critical step for prostate cancer radiotherapy. Unfortunately,
the unclear organ boundary and large shape variation make
the segmentation task very challenging. Previous studies usually
used representations defined directly on unclear boundaries as
context information to guide segmentation. Those boundary
representations may not be so discriminative, resulting in limited
performance improvement. To this end, we propose a novel
boundary coding network (BCnet) to learn a discriminative
representation for organ boundary and use it as the context
information to guide the segmentation. Specifically, we design a
two-stage learning strategy in the proposed BCnet: 1) Bound-
ary coding representation learning. Two sub-networks under
the supervision of the dilation and erosion masks transformed
from the manually delineated organ mask are first separately
trained to learn the spatial-semantic context near the organ
boundary. Then we encode the organ boundary based on the
predictions of these two sub-networks and design a multi-atlas
based refinement strategy by transferring the knowledge from
training data to inference. 2) Organ segmentation. The boundary
coding representation as context information, in addition to the
image patches, are used to train the final segmentation network.
Experimental results on a large and diverse male pelvic CT
dataset show that our method achieves superior performance
compared with several state-of-the-art methods.

Index Terms—Image Segmentation, Fully Convolutional Net-
work, Boundary Representation, Prostate, CT Image

I. INTRODUCTION

PROSTATE diseases, such as prostatitis, enlarged prostate,
and prostate cancer, are common diseases in adult

males [1], [2]. With age, men are more susceptible to prostate
diseases, among which prostate cancer is the most harmful one
to men’s health. Nowadays, external beam radiation therapy
(EBRT) is one of the most commonly applied treatments for
prostate cancer, in which high-energy radiation beams are
delivered to destroy cancer cells while sparing surrounding
normal tissues [3]. To guarantee the radiotherapy effect, accu-
rate delineation of the prostate and organs at risk (OARs, e.g.,
bladder and rectum) in CT images is critical in EBRT.

While manual delineation is laborious and often suffers
large inter-operator variability, many studies on automated
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Fig. 1: Exemplars of male pelvic CT images. The first row
shows the sagittal slices of three subjects. The second row
denotes the ground truth segmentation results for three types
of organs, with the prostate, bladder, and rectum represented
by red, green, and blue, respectively.

segmentation of male pelvic organ have been proposed to
assist clinicians in various clinical applications [4]–[10]. Nev-
ertheless, accurate segmentation of the male pelvic organ in
CT images is still an open and challenging task, due to the
unclear organ boundary caused by the low contrast of CT
images (as shown in Fig. 1). Especially when two organs
are adjacent to each other, it is difficult to distinguish the
boundary of the organ under consideration from its neighbor-
ing organs. To address this problem, some existing approaches
use diverse boundary representations as context information
to guide the organ segmentation, such as auto-context [11],
[12], landmark [13], and curve [14]. However, these boundary
representations are generally defined on unclear boundaries,
which may not be discriminative for organ segmentation and
make the learned model easily misled by regions with similar
characteristics to boundaries.

In this paper, we propose a novel boundary coding network
(BCnet) to address the challenging problem of segmenting the
prostate and OARs in male pelvic CT images. To deal with
unclear organ boundary and large shape variation, we propose
a representation method that encodes the organ boundary
based on the learned dilation and erosion characteristics, which
provides discriminative spatial-semantic context information
to help distinguish the organ from the background. Specif-
ically, the proposed boundary coding representation can not
only indicate the location of the boundary but also encode
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the morphological relationship of the boundary. Moreover,
to improve the robustness of the proposed boundary coding
representation, a multi-atlas based refinement method is further
designed by transferring the knowledge learned in the training
phase to the inference phase. Besides original image patches,
the learned boundary coding representation (treated as context
information) is also used as input for the final segmentation.
The paper is extended from our conference paper [2] and has
been improved from both the method and the experiments.
Specifically, a more simplified coding network is proposed,
and a multi-atlas based refinement is further to improve the
robustness. Moreover, instead of only performing the seg-
mentation of the prostate under the 2D architecture, we also
verify the effectiveness on the segmentation of the bladder and
rectum using both 2D and 3D architectures.

The main contributions of this work can be summarized
as follows. First, a boundary coding representation method is
proposed to address the unclear organ boundary of male pelvic
organs in CT images. Different from conventional methods
that are directly defined on the unclear boundary, the proposed
representation contains more discriminative spatial-semantic
context information. Second, to perform accurate segmentation
of the prostate and OARs in CT images, we design a two-
stage learning strategy, where the learned boundary coding
representation is used as the context information to guide
the organ segmentation. Finally, comprehensive experiments
have been performed on 313 pelvic CT planning images
collected from male patients with prostate cancers, with results
demonstrating the superiority of our method over several state-
of-the-art methods.

II. RELATED WORK

Automated segmentation of prostate and OARs has been
studied for many years. Existing methods can be roughly
divided into three categories: multi-atlas based methods, de-
formable model based methods, and learning based methods,
where outperforms the former two types of approaches. A
detailed review can be found in [8], [15]. Here, we overview
learning based methods that are most relevant to our work and
especially the current state-of-the-art deep learning methods.

A. Conventional Learning based Segmentation

Compared with multi-atlas based methods and deformable
model based methods, conventional learning based methods
are relatively more efficient and robust [8], [15]. Theoret-
ically, conventional learning based methods have two key
components to build accurate models: (a) extraction of hand-
crafted features to represent target organs, and (b) classifica-
tion/regression model for segmentation.

Currently, much effort has been devoted to the feature
extraction component. For example, Feng et al. [16] com-
bined gradient and probability distribution function features
to guide the prostate segmentation in CT images. Yang et
al. [17] introduced the discriminant analysis to make the scale
and variance of the learned SIFT features adaptive to the
locations. Duan et al. [18] used volume based features to
detect the bladder wall. Garapati et al. [19] first extracted

a 91-dimensional representation (26 morphological features
and 65 texture features) to segment bladder lesions and then
performed classification. Xie et al. [20] propagated rectum
contour from planning CT to cone-beam CT using a feature
based registration method. Chen et al. [21] used a feature
selection method to select the most useful dimensions from the
whole feature set to improve the segmentation robustness. For
the segmentation component, various classification/regression
models have been developed. Glocker et al. [22] proposed
a forest model that jointly performs the pixel classification
and shape regression. In [13], Lay et al. integrated local
and global image context information to detect landmarks of
the target organ and then deformed the organ shape using
discriminative boundary detectors. Gao et al. [15] jointly
learned the displacement regressor and organ classifier via
multi-task random forests to perform the segmentation of
the prostate, bladder, rectum, left and right femoral heads.
Lu et al. [23] combined Jensen-Shannon divergence with a
learning based boundary detector for the segmentation of the
prostate, bladder, and rectum. Besides population knowledge
learned from the whole data, several studies also introduced
patient-specific information into the segmentation to improve
the performance. Wu et al. [24] constructed a feature dictio-
nary based on the daily CT scans that have been manually
segmented and then automatically updated the dictionary using
the segmentation results of new treatment scans. Ma et al. [25]
trained a population model using the whole set and a patient-
specific model using the data from a specific patient. These
two models were combined to output the probability of a voxel
belonging to the target organ. Since these methods generally
use low-dimensional hand-crafted features extracted from low-
level cues, their performance may be limited, especially when
the organ boundaries in male pelvic CT images are unclear.

B. Deep Learning based Segmentation

Recently, deep learning has drawn much attention in many
fields, such as computer vision, natural language process-
ing, and computer-aided disease diagnosis. And many deep
learning models have been developed for automated seg-
mentation of medical images. Compared with conventional
learning methods using hand-crafted features and shallow
models, deep learning methods can automatically learn hi-
erarchical feature representations from the input image itself
and make the prediction in an end-to-end manner. Anas et
al. [26] employed residual neural nets (ResNets) and dilated
convolution at deeper layers to delineate the 2D ultrasound
images for low dose-rate prostate brachytherapy of early-stage
prostate cancer treatment. Brosch et al. [27] formulated the
boundary detection problem as a regression task and used
a convolutional neural network (CNN) to localize the organ
boundary. Liang et al. [28] introduced the pyramid module
and attention mechanism into ResNet-101 [29] to perform the
segmentation of 50 pelvic organs in MRI scans. Wang et al. [8]
proposed a boundary-sensitive multi-task network to jointly
segment the prostate, bladder, and rectum in CT images.
Anas et al. [30] presented a real-time prostate segmentation
technique during the biopsy procedure based on recurrent
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Fig. 2: Pipeline of the proposed boundary coding representation for organ segmentation in CT images, with three major
components: (1) organ proposal extraction, (2) boundary coding representation learning via a dilation sub-network and an
erosion sub-network, and (3) a segmentation sub-network. Note that the organ proposal is extracted for each organ under
consideration and only the prostate is taken as an example in the final segmentation.

neural networks (RNNs). Léger et al. [31] trained a 3D U-
net for segmenting the prostate, bladder, and rectum on cone
beam CT by augmenting the training data with CT scans.

Even though the existing deep learning approaches have
shown remarkable performance compared with conventional
learning methods, they usually focus on using the image
intensity features, without considering the fact that even the
organ boundary is generally unclear but it contains rich
contextual information (e.g., the relationship between nearby
voxels). Therefore, it should be useful to explicitly capture this
contextual information conveyed in the organ boundaries and
take advantage of this knowledge in the segmentation model
for boosting the learning performance.

III. METHOD

To achieve accurate and automatic segmentation of the
prostate and OARs in CT images, we propose a boundary
coding network (BCnet), with the whole pipeline illustrated
in Fig. 2. Our proposed BCnet is developed for joint feature
representation learning and organ segmentation, consisting
of three components, i.e., (1) organ proposal extraction, (2)
boundary coding representation learning via a dilation sub-
network and an erosion sub-network, and (3) a segmentation
sub-network. For a given raw CT image, we first perform organ
proposal extraction to remove the uninformative background.
Specifically, a multi-class coarse segmentation network is
trained to detect the rough location of each target organ,
and then sufficiently large organ proposals are extracted from
the original image based on the rough centroid of each
organ. Then, the dilation and erosion sub-networks are used
to learn the spatial-semantic context information near the
organ boundary, supervised by the morphological dilation and
erosion masks transformed from the manually delineated organ
mask, respectively. Using the generated predicted dilation
and erosion masks, in the boundary coding representation
learning module, we encode the boundary and design a multi-
atlas based refinement method to improve the coding robust-
ness by transferring the training knowledge to the inference
stage. Finally, we train the segmentation sub-network using
the boundary coding representation (as context information)
and the proposal patches as input data. The details of each
component are elaborated as follows.

A. Extraction of Organ Proposals

For the purpose of dose calculation of radiation therapy,
the original pelvic CT images are scanned with the larger
field-of-view including target organs (i.e., prostate, bladder,
and rectum) and skin. Therefore, it is not reasonable to
directly perform organ segmentation on the original images,
because the uninformative/noisy background would degrade
the segmentation performance and also increase the compu-
tational complexity. To address this problem, following [14],
we propose to first train a coarse detection network to roughly
locate each target organ in the original CT image. In our
implementation, since there are three target organs to be
segmented, we train a four-class (prostate, bladder, rectum,
and background) segmentation network under the supervision
of the manually delineated organ mask (with ground truth
segmentation of three organs). Based on the predicted results,
the rough centroid of each target organ can be determined.
And then, a sufficiently large proposal is extracted from the
original image by taking the organ centroid as the cube center.
Here, the size of each organ proposal is set as 160×160×160,
which ensures complete coverage of each target organ.

B. Learning of Boundary Coding Representation

In this section, we give details about how to learn the
discriminative representation of organ boundaries using our
proposed method. To achieve this goal, the dilation and erosion
sub-networks are first trained under the supervision of the
morphological dilation and erosion masks transformed from
the manually delineated organ mask (denoting as ground truth
in the following), respectively, as shown in Fig. 3. Then,
the predicted dilation and erosion masks are used to encode
discriminative spatial-semantic information for the boundary.
Also, to improve the robustness of the proposed boundary cod-
ing representation, a multi-atlas based refinement is designed
to refine the representation by transferring the knowledge
learned from the training data to the inference stage.

1) Supervision Mask Generation: For accurate organ seg-
mentation, the boundaries between different organs actually
provide very important clues. Especially for pelvic CT images
with low contrast in terms of image intensity, if we can
represent and highlight unclear organ boundaries, it will be
very helpful to delineate organs. While the representation
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Fig. 3: The architecture of the proposed network for learning boundary coding representation and organ segmentation (with
prostate as an example), which contains two stages and three sub-networks. The dilation and erosion sub-networks are trained
under the supervision of the morphological dilation and erosion masks transformed from the ground truth, respectively. The
predicted masks of the dilation and erosion sub-networks are used to encode the spatial-semantic information of organ
boundaries, yielding the boundary coding representation. Then the boundary coding representation, as well as the organ
proposals, are input into the segmentation sub-network to achieve the final segmentation. In the implementation, any FCN-
liked architecture can be used as the backbones for the dilation, erosion, and segmentation sub-networks.

defined directly on the boundary may lack discrimination
capability due to the fact that the boundary itself is unclear,
we will utilize the context information around the boundary
instead of focusing only on the boundary. In this study, two
sub-networks, i.e., the dilation sub-network and the erosion
sub-network, are trained to learn the structured dilation and
erosion masks, respectively. We perform the dilation and
erosion individually for each of multiple organs individually.
These masks indicate the spatial-semantic context information
of the boundary, namely, the true organ boundary between the
predicted dilation and erosion masks and the morphological
relationship between them (a structured distance related to the
morphological kernel size K when learning).

To obtain the supervision masks for training these two sub-
networks, we perform the 2D binary morphological operation
along the axial slice (an imaginary plane that divides the body
into superior and inferior parts) of the ground truth mask.
The reason for not performing a 3D operation on the whole
volume or 2D operation along other plane slices (sagittal and
coronal) is that the shape of the organ on the axial slice is
more regular and smooth. Let Gni

denote ground truth of
the i-th axial slice of the training image In. We can generate
its corresponding dilation mask Dni

and erosion mask Eni

by performing Gni
⊕ S[KD] and Gni

	 S[KE ], respectively,
where ⊕ and 	 denote the binary morphological dilation and
erosion operations, respectively. Here, S[KD] and S[KE ] are
two binary structuring elements, each with a morphological
kernel (size: KD = 27, KE = 11) for dilation and erosion

operations, respectively. Note that we keep the smallest organ
region if the morphological erosion completely erodes the
organ region.

In this work, the resulting dilation mask and erosion mask
are used as the supervision information for training the
proposed dilation sub-network and the erosion sub-network,
respectively. Considering the efficacy of U-net in segmentation
tasks, we use both 2D U-net [32] and 3D U-net [33] as the
backbones for the dilation and erosion sub-networks.

2) Boundary Coding Representation Generation: Under the
supervision of dilation and erosion masks, the dilation and
erosion sub-networks can be trained separately. Based on
the predicted dilation and erosion masks (i.e., the outputs
of dilation and erosion sub-networks), we can construct the
boundary coding representation. Let D̂n and Ên denote the
predicted dilation and erosion masks of the n-th image. Our
boundary coding representation is formulated as:

Zn = D̂n ∨ Ên, (1)

where ∨ is the XOR operation.
Using Eq. 1, one can fuse the spatial-semantic context

information of the boundary conveyed in both the dilation and
erosion masks into the final boundary coding representation.
In this way, contextual knowledge around the boundaries
of the CT image can be explicitly captured. In Fig. 4, we
visually illustrate an example of the proposed boundary coding
representation. From this figure, one can observe that the
boundary can be easily localized under the guidance of our
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Fig. 4: An example for our proposed boundary coding rep-
resentation. Here, the dilation mask D and the erosion mask
E are generated based on the ground truth G. The proposed
boundary coding representation Z = D∨E is used to capture
the spatial-semantic information of organ boundaries.

proposed boundary coding representation Z, given the perfect
dilation mask D and the erosion mask E.

3) Boundary Coding Representation Refinement: To im-
prove the robustness of the proposed boundary coding rep-
resentation, we propose to further refine Zn, since not all D̂n

and Ên are perfect predictions. In our implementation, we will
deal with the following two cases of D̂n and Ên to refine the
representation: (1) beyond case, in which some voxels outside
an organ are incorrectly classified as belonging to the organ;
and (2) missing case, in which no voxels in an organ slice are
classified as the organ. In the training phase, we can simply
reset them based on Dn and En.

In the interference phase, we adopt minimal user interaction
to deal with the beyond case, and introduce a multi-atlas
based method to deal with the missing case. Specifically,
for the beyond case, the user is required to indicate the
apex and base axial slices of the organ under consideration.
In real clinical applications, the oncologist also needs to
confirm the apex and base slices of the organ, and hence,
our adopted minimal user interaction will not increase the
burden of oncologists. For the missing case, we design a multi-
atlas based method to refine/impute the missing prediction in
the predicted dilation/erosion mask for a new unseen image
based on the predictions of training images. Fig. 5 shows the
proposed strategy for dealing with the missing case. As shown
in Fig. 5, we first register the predicted masks (e.g., D̂T

n ) of
the training images to the predicted mask (e.g., D̂q) of the
target image via just scaling and translation transformations.
Then, an axial neighborhood window (denoted by a blue dotted
rectangle) with H-slice centered at the slice with the missing
prediction (denoted by a yellow line in D̂q) is extracted from
the target predicted mask, and the registered images and the
Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) value is computed between
the extracted window and the window from each registered
image. Finally, L-top similar registered images with the largest
DSC values are selected, and the majority-voting slice of the
corresponding slices from the selected registered images is
transferred as the prediction of the target slice with the missing
case. In our implementation, the values of H and L are set to
5 and 3, respectively. In this way, we can refine the predicted
dilation and erosion maps with missing cases.

C. Organ Segmentation

To employ the learned boundary coding representation as
the context information, we treat the concatenation of the or-
gan proposal and boundary coding representation as the input
of the proposed segmentation sub-network. Also, as shown
in Fig. 3, the manual delineation mask (i.e., ground truth)
is used as the supervision information of the segmentation
sub-network. Specifically, in the implementation, we use both
2D U-net [32] and 3D U-net [33] as the backbones for the
segmentation sub-network.

To make the learned boundary representation more robust,
we adopt a two-stage learning strategy to train our BCnet.
Specifically, in the first stage, we will train the dilation and
erosion sub-networks to generate the dilation and erosion
masks, respectively. And then based on the predicted masks,
we build the boundary coding representation. In the second
stage, the segmentation sub-network is trained by taking the
proposal patches and the corresponding boundary representa-
tion as input data for segmenting three organs separately, i.e.,
prostate, bladder, and rectum.

Specifically, to train each sub-network, we use the Dice
loss [34] instead of cross-entropy loss for optimization as

L = − 2|Pn ∩Qn|
|Pn|+ |Qn|

, (2)

where Pn indicates the ground truth (dilation/erosion/manual
annotation mask) and Qn is its corresponding prediction.

D. Implementation

At the training stage, the dilation and erosion sub-networks
are first trained separately, in which the proposal patches (with
size: 128 × 128 × 1 for 2D networks and 96 × 96 × 64
for 3D networks) are used as the input and the dilation and
erosion masks transformed from the ground truth are used
as the output. After that, the multi-atlas based refinement
is applied on the predicted dilation and erosion masks and
then the boundary coding representation is formed based on
Eq. (1). Finally, the proposal patches with their corresponding
boundary coding representation masks are used as the input to
train the segmentation sub-network under the supervision of
the ground truth.

At the inference stage, the predicted dilation and erosion
masks are first obtained by inputting the proposal patches
into the trained dilation and erosion sub-networks. Then, the
boundary coding representation is generated based on the
predicted dilation and erosion masks after applying the multi-
atlas based refinement. Finally, the proposal patches with
the boundary coding representation are input into the trained
segmentation sub-network to get the segmentation results.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Dataset

The dataset used in our experiments was collected from
the North Carolina Cancer Hospital, consisting of 313 CT
planning images scanned from 313 patients with prostate
cancer. Compared with some pelvic datasets that each patient
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n ) and that of a new image (i.e., D̂q) as an
example. The yellow line indicates the location of one slice with the missing prediction, while the blue dotted rectangles
denote the neighborhood windows.

TABLE I: Segmentation results for three male pelvic organs achieved by eight different methods, in terms of DSC (%), ASD
(mm), PPV (%), and SEN (%). The best results are marked in red, and the second-best results are marked in blue. Asterisk
indicates whether our best result (2D/3D) is better than all other compared methods with statistical significance (p < 0.05).

Metrics DenseNet [35] DeepLabv3+ [36] V-net [34] 2D U-net [32] 3D U-net [33] nnU-net [37] 2D Ours 3D Ours

Prostate

DSC 81.91±3.28 87.36±1.30 87.20±1.52 87.97±1.40 86.29±1.84 88.06±1.83 89.68±0.78∗ 89.48±0.87
ASD 2.42±0.70 1.53±0.19 1.65±0.23 1.50±0.22 1.79±0.31 1.48±0.29 1.22±0.09∗ 1.29±0.11
PPV 87.53±1.37 89.12±1.22 90.76±1.16 89.19±1.09 90.38±1.20 89.71±1.50 88.87±1.13 89.87±1.10
SEN 80.41±4.33 86.76±2.29 85.21±2.50 87.82±2.30 84.19±2.90 88.80±2.72 90.67±1.44∗ 89.72±1.62

Bladder

DSC 91.50±1.63 93.80±1.06 93.24±1.06 94.06±1.10 92.15±2.69 93.74±1.22 94.08±1.03 93.81±1.02
ASD 1.41±0.20 1.07±0.18 1.23±0.17 1.08±0.24 3.63±4.78 1.10±0.21 1.04±0.19 1.09±0.17
PPV 95.34±1.22 94.60±1.33 93.68±1.07 94.49±1.33 94.62±1.12 94.12±1.61 94.61±1.30 95.09±1.38
SEN 88.52±2.29 93.38±1.29 93.18±1.58 93.96±1.29 91.45±2.94 94.13±1.21 93.88±1.22 92.90±1.17

Rectum

DSC 82.75±2.50 87.31±1.32 86.35±1.62 88.85±1.60 88.61±1.20 88.87±1.21 92.22±0.51∗ 92.08±0.49
ASD 2.71±0.59 1.72±0.29 1.97±0.33 1.62±0.35 1.66±0.31 1.44±0.20 0.91±0.06∗ 0.94±0.05
PPV 93.86±0.69 92.90±0.86 91.03±0.84 93.49±0.80 92.17±0.89 92.52±0.94 93.06±0.79 92.94±0.81
SEN 75.76±3.60 82.99±2.17 83.16±2.66 85.41±2.45 85.85±2.00 86.13±2.02 91.57±0.82∗ 91.41±0.79

has one planning and sequence treatment images [38], [39],
our adopted dataset is more diverse and challenging since the
difference among different unique images/patients is generally
greater. Two experienced radiologists helped to delineate the
prostate, bladder, and rectum in each CT image. The final
ground truth is confirmed after careful checking for the incon-
sistent regions. While these images were scanned using differ-
ent configurations, they have different in-plane resolutions and
inter-slice thicknesses. Specifically, the in-plane resolutions
and inter-slice thicknesses of the original images range from
0.932 mm to 1.365 mm and 1 mm to 3 mm, respectively.
To process the data on the same scale, we resampled the
intensity images and also their corresponding ground truth to
the same resolution of 1 × 1 × 1 mm3. After resampling,
the average image size is 583 × 583 × 354. The prostate,
bladder, and rectum are with sizes of 35∼84×30∼86×30∼79,
48∼143×48∼131×27∼139, and 24∼91×35∼134×45∼156,
respectively. Moreover, the min-max normalization was per-
formed on each image to normalize the intensity to the range

of [0, 1]. Specifically, the intensity value of each voxel first
subtracts the minimum value of the whole image and then
is divided by the maximum value of the whole image after
subtracting the minimum value.

B. Evaluation Metrics

Four metrics widely used in medical image segmentation
are computed between the automated segmentation results and
ground truth for performance evaluation, i.e., DSC, Average
Symmetric Surface Distance (ASD), Positive Predictive Value
(PPV), and Sensitivity (SEN) [40]. For DSC, PPV, and SEN,
larger values indicate better performance, while for ASD
vice versa. Three-fold cross-validation is performed in the
experiments. Both the mean values and the 95% confidence
intervals of all evaluation metrics are reported for each method.

C. Comparison Methods

Based on the input, CNN-like networks can be divided
into two groups with 2D and 3D architectures, respectively.
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Compared with 2D networks, 3D networks introduce more
spatial information into the learning process. However, for
different tasks, the performance of 3D networks may not be
better than that of 2D networks, which sometimes depends
on the characteristics of the to-be-analyzed data. Therefore,
in the implementation, we compare our BCnet with both 2D
and 3D methods. For 2D case, DenseNet [35], 2D U-net [32],
and DeepLabv3+ [36] are compared with the proposed 2D
version of BCnet (denoted as “2D Ours”). For 3D case, 3D
U-net [33] and V-net [34] are compared with the 3D version
of BCnet (denoted as “3D Ours”). Moreover, nnU-net [37]
which adaptively deploys itself to any given dataset is also
compared. Specifically, 2D U-net, 3D full resolution U-net,
and 3D cascaded U-net are first trained. Then the best U-net
configuration is identified to use for test prediction.

Both our proposed methods and all comparison methods
(except nnU-net [37]) are built and trained based on an open-
source package Keras [41], using TensorFlow [42] as the back-
end. For nnU-net [37], we use the implementation proposed in
[37] and no configuration needs to be manually set. Since our
proposed boundary coding representation can be implemented
based on any architectures of fully convolutional networks
(FCNs), we take 2D U-net [32] and 3D U-net [33] as the
backbones to implement the proposed three sub-networks (i.e.,
for dilation, erosion, and segmentation) in BCnet, respectively.
For a fair comparison, the adopted 2D U-net and 3D U-
net backbones use the same configurations as the reported
architectures in [32] and [33]. The main difference is that the
Dice loss [34] is used as the objective function for all methods.
We use “Adam” optimizer for stochastic optimization, and set
the initial learning rate as 10−3 and decrease it by a factor 0.1
after 5 epochs until the performance on the validation dataset
has no further improvement. For each method, 100 epochs are
run for each fold and the model with the best performance on
the validation data is used for performance comparison.

At the training phase, overlapping patches with sizes of
128× 128× 1 and 96× 96× 64 randomly cropped from the
organ proposals are used as the inputs of 2D and 3D methods,
respectively. To augment the training data, left-right flip on the
axial plane and three random rotations within 15 degrees are
performed. At the inference phase, a window with the same
size as the training phase is moved across the full image by a
stride of 32×32×1 for 2D methods and 16×16×16 for 3D
methods, and passed through the trained models. The average
results are used as the final prediction. For a fair comparison,
the metrics of all methods are reported after performing the
minimal user interaction we use.

D. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Approaches

Table I reports the mean results with 95% confidence inter-
vals of eight different methods with respect to four evaluation
metrics. Based on different backbone architectures, we can
conduct two different comparisons between our methods and
the comparison methods, with details given below.

1) Ours vs. Methods with Different Backbones: First
of all, we compare our methods with DenseNet [35],
DeepLabv3+ [36], V-net [34], and nnU-net [37], while our

implementations adopt U-net-like backbones that are different
from them. From Table I, we can see that our method
achieves better performance than these methods in terms
of most evaluation metrics, especially in DSC and ASD.
For prostate segmentation, DenseNet [35] obtains poor re-
sults whose DSC value is only 81.91% and ASD value is
2.42mm, which demonstrates the challenge of the prostate
segmentation. DeepLabv3+ [36] and V-net [34] achieve similar
performance and are with great improvement compared with
DenseNet [35]. nnU-net [37] achieves slightly better results
than DeepLabv3+ [36] and V-net [34]. The best result is
achieved by the 2D implementation of our method, which
improves the DSC value by 1.62% from the best result of the
compared methods. For bladder segmentation, the performance
of all methods is better than prostate segmentation, which is
mainly due to the wall structure of the bladder. Nonetheless,
our implementations still can make an improvement. For rec-
tum segmentation, the improvement is particularly significant.
The DSC value is improved by at least 3.21% compared with
the best result of the compared methods (achieved by nnU-
net [37]), while the ASD value is reduced by 0.50mm.

2) Ours vs. Methods with Same Backbones: In this work,
we implement our method using 2D U-net [32] and 3D U-
net [33] as the backbones, respectively. Hence, we directly
compare two versions of our methods with the original 2D
U-net [32] and 3D U-net [33]. As shown in Table I, 2D
U-net [32] and 3D U-net [33] achieve stable performance.
But after introducing our proposed boundary coding repre-
sentation, the DSC values of 2D U-net [32] and 3D U-
net [33] are improved from 87.97% to 89.68% and 86.29%
to 89.48% for prostate segmentation, respectively. For bladder
segmentation, the improvement is not very significant, which
may be because the regular wall structure of the bladder
has provided similar context information as our boundary
coding representation. For rectum segmentation, the model
capability benefits hugely from our proposed boundary coding
strategy, i.e., at least 3.00% improvement in terms of DSC
and 0.7 mm reduction in terms of ASD. We also found that
the 2D implementation produces better results than the 3D
implementation, for both our method and the original U-net,
which is caused by two possible reasons. 1) The sample size
for training the 2D network is larger than that of the 3D
network, because more 2D slices are available for sampling
compared with 3D volumes. 2) Due to memory limitations,
the in-plane patch size used by 3D networks (96×96) is a
bit smaller than 2D networks (128×128), which limits the
receptive field size and the learning of global information.

Besides the quantitative results, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show
several 3D segmentation results obtained by methods with
different and the same backbones as ours, respectively. It
is obvious that our proposed methods can achieve more
consistent results with ground truth, compared with six com-
peting methods. These visualization results further verify the
effectiveness of our method.

E. Comparison with Auto-Context Approach
Compared with conventional U-net architecture, our pro-

posed method first encodes the boundary information and then
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(84.4, 90.6, 83.4) (87.4, 89.5, 91.6) (77.0, 89.9, 91.9) (88.9, 92.1, 93.1) (88.2, 92.9, 92.8)

DenseNet DeepLabv3+ V-net 2D Ours 3D OursGround Truth

(75.5, 88.3, 86.3)

(78.6, 90.5, 91.9)

nnU-net

Fig. 6: 3D visualization of the segmentation results of the prostate, bladder, and rectum obtained by methods with different
backbones as ours. Each row corresponds to a representative case. The triple array at the bottom of each image indicates the
DSC values of the prostate, bladder, and rectum, respectively. Red, green, and blue denote the segmentation results of the
prostate, bladder, and rectum, respectively.

(91.0, 96.8, 88.0) (88.1, 96.8, 90.7)(92.1, 96.9, 93.2) (92.1, 97.2, 93.0)

(88.6, 95.7, 90.4) (89.9, 93.6, 78.9)(93.3, 97.1, 91.9) (92.5, 96.6, 93.0)

2D U-net 3D U-net2D Ours 3D OursGround Truth

Fig. 7: 3D visualization of the segmentation results of the prostate, bladder, and rectum obtained by methods with the same
backbones as ours. Each row corresponds to a representative case. The triple array at the bottom of each image indicates the
DSC values of the prostate, bladder, and rectum, respectively. Red, green, and blue denote the segmentation results of the
prostate, bladder, and rectum, respectively.
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Fig. 8: DSC values achieved by the original U-net, auto-context approach (AC), and ours in terms of both 2D and 3D
implementations. The number in the middle of each bar indicates the DSC value achieved by the corresponding method.

combines the encoded context with proposal patches as the
input for segmentation. To better demonstrate the effectiveness
of our boundary coding representation, we further compare
our method with an auto-context (AC) approach. In the AC

method, a segmenter is first learned based on local image
patches, and then the predicted masks generated by the learned
segmenter are then used as the context information. That is,
such predicted masks and the proposal patches are finally fused
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2D U-net 2D AC 2D Ours

Fig. 9: Comparisons between the ground truth (yellow) and
automated segmentation of the original U-net, auto-context
approach (AC), and ours (prostate: red, bladder: green, rectum:
blue) in terms of the 2D implementation.

to train the final segmentation model [43]. That is, our method
and AC make use of different types of context information for
segmentation. For the fair comparison, AC also adopts U-net
architecture as the backbone and both 2D and 3D versions
have been implemented.

The DSC values obtained by the original U-net, AC, and
our method with 2D and 3D architectures are shown in Fig. 8.
From this figure, one can have the following observations.
First, our proposed method based on boundary coding rep-
resentation generally achieves relatively better results for the
segmentation of three organs, compared with U-net and AC.
Also, the AC method does not work well (especially for the
rectum segmentation) and the original U-net is inferior to our
method in most cases. These results imply that the boundary
coding representation could effectively boost the segmentation
performance, by providing rich spatial-semantic information
for the boundaries.

In Figs. 9-10, we further illustrate several representative
comparisons between the ground truth and automated segmen-
tation of the original U-net, AC, and our method, respectively.
As can be observed, our proposed methods can facilitate the
segmentation and delineate a more accurate organ boundary.
For AC, the extracted context information may not provide
useful guidance for segmentation because it is very challenging
to directly encode the unclear boundary.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison with Previous Studies

We now compare our method with two recently published
studies [8], [15] on the same dataset and two studies [39], [44]
on different datasets, with results shown in Table II.

As can be seen from Table II, our proposed method con-
sistently outperforms these two methods on the same dataset
in terms of both DSC and ASD metrics for all three organs.
For instance, for rectum segmentation, our method achieves
an improvement of 3.22% in terms of DSC, compared with
the second-best result achieved by [8]. These results further
validate the effectiveness of the proposed boundary coding

3D U-net 3D AC 3D Ours

Fig. 10: Comparisons between the ground truth (yellow) and
automatic segmentation of the original U-net, auto-context
approach (AC), and ours (prostate: red, bladder: green, rectum:
blue) in terms of the 3D implementation.

TABLE II: Comparison with previous studies in terms of DSC
(%) and ASD (mm). Asterisk indicates whether our result is
better than all other compared methods on the same dataset
with statistical significance (p < 0.05).

Metrics
Different datasets Same dataset
Qin
[44]

Elmahdy
[39]

Gao
[15]

Wang
[8]

2D
Ours

Prostate
DSC 76.66 85.00 86.60 89.00 89.68
ASD N/A 1.13 1.77 1.32 1.22∗

Bladder
DSC 94.49 86.00 92.10 94.00 94.08
ASD N/A 2.29 1.37 1.15 1.04

Rectum
DSC 79.80 81.00 88.40 89.00 92.22∗

ASD N/A 2.21 1.38 1.53 0.91∗

representation learning strategy for boosting the segmentation
performance.

Qin [44] and Elmahdy [39] are two deep learning based
methods but using different datasets smaller than our used. The
results show that our method achieves the best performance,
expect that the ASD value of our method in the prostate
segmentation is a little worse than Elmahdy [39]. The poor
results of Qin [44] in the segmentation of the prostate and
rectum and Elmahdy [39] in the segmentation of the rectum
demonstrate the challenging of the CT pelvic organ segmenta-
tion. So, our excellent performance in all three organs verifies
the robustness of our method.

B. Analysis of Boundary Coding Representation

To encode the organ boundary, we design a dilation sub-
network and an erosion sub-network to learn the dilation
and erosion masks. The comparison between our method and
other state-of-the-art methods has verified the effectiveness of
the boundary coding representation. Here, we further inves-
tigate such representation conveyed in the predicted dilation
and erosion masks. Specifically, we compute the predictive
value (PPV) and the Sensitivity (SEN) value by comparing
the predicted dilation and erosion masks with ground truth,
respectively. Note that a large PPV value indicates that the
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Fig. 11: PPV and SEN values by comparing the predicted
dilation and erosion masks (generated by our dilation and
erosion sub-networks, respectively) with ground truth.

TABLE III: Comparison between our implementations without
(w/o) and with (w) boundary coding representation refinement,
in terms of DSC (%) and ASD (mm) values.

Method
Prostate Bladder Rectum

2D 3D 2D 3D 2D 3D

w/o
DSC 88.17 88.43 94.01 93.28 91.44 90.65
ASD 1.41 1.38 1.16 1.37 1.14 1.52

w
DSC 89.68 89.48 94.08 93.81 92.22 92.08
ASD 1.22 1.29 1.04 1.09 0.91 0.94

organ can be well covered by the prediction, while a large
SEN value indicates that the prediction can be well covered
by the organ. The experimental results for the segmentation
of three organs are shown in Fig. 11. From Fig. 11, we can
see that the yielded PPV and SEN values are very high (i.e.,
> 98%), suggesting that the proposed dilation and erosion
sub-networks can effectively capture the dilation and erosion
characteristics, respectively.

C. Influence of Boundary Coding Representation Refinement

In the proposed method, a refinement strategy is performed
on the learned bounding coding representation. To verify its
effectiveness, we further compare our implementations without
and with using the refinement strategy. The corresponding
DSC results achieved by 2D and 3D architectures are shown
in Table III. From Table III, in both 2D and 3D settings, our
method with the refinement strategy consistently outperforms
its variant without refinement. For instance, for segmenting
rectum, our method (3D version) with and without refinement
yields the DSC values of 92.08 and 90.65, respectively. These
results suggest that the refinement strategy helps boost the
performance of our learned boundary coding representation in
segmenting three organs in both 2D and 3D settings.

D. Analysis of Clinical Significance

In the previous subsections, we have conducted comprehen-
sive comparisons to verify the effectiveness of our proposed
method. Here, based on these compared results, we discuss
the clinical significance of our method. In EBRT, the radiation
dose gradient at the boundary of the prostate is intentionally
optimized very sharp, about 10% of prescription dose per mm.
The EBRT of the prostate is a difficult case since the part of the

bladder and rectum often abuts the prostate which is covered
by a high therapeutic dose. The overall treatment accuracy of
Intensity-Modulated Radiotherapy (a modern type of EBRT)
recommended by the Task Group 142 of American Association
of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) is 1 mm, which accu-
mulates the uncertainty of all factors [45]. Compared with
the best ASD results of the competing methods, our BCnet
improves the overall segmentation of the prostate, bladder,
and rectum respectively by 0.26 mm, 0.03 mm, and 0.53
mm in Table I, and by 0.10 mm, 0.11 mm, and 0.47 mm in
Table II. Even though the overall improvement is less than
1 mm in terms of ASD, the results are still with clinical
significance. As shown in Figs. 9-10, our method achieves
similar performance to compared methods in most areas,
but our method significantly improves the delineation results
of boundary regions that other methods cannot handle well.
Boundary regions are the most difficult areas to spare OARs
while providing sufficient coverage on the tumor. Therefore,
using our method, the treatment effect for areas with better
delineation will be improved.

E. Limitations and Future Work
Even though our proposed method has achieved excellent

performance in CT male pelvic organ segmentation, there are
still several technical issues to be considered in the future.
First, in our current implementation, the boundary coding
representation is formed and the segmentation network is
trained for each organ separately since the dilation masks will
be overlapped between different organs if performing multi-
organ operations at the same time. And we found that our
method achieves poor performance in some adjacent regions
between different organs. This is mainly because if the shape
distribution of adjacent organs is extremely irregular, the
robustness of the proposed boundary coding representation
may be weakened. To address this problem, we plan to design
an adaptive coding method that can represent the overlapped
regions using more discriminative representation and make the
segmentation of all organs in a unified framework. Second, in
our work, only 2D binary morphological operation along the
axial slice is used for learning boundary coding representation.
Actually, we can also apply the same operation along with
the sagittal and coronal directions and fuse the results from
three directions to further improve the performance. Finally,
we would like to improve the framework to make it implement
in an end-to-end manner while in the current framework, the
refinement module must be achieved in an offline manner.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose a novel fully convolutional net-
work (i.e., BCnet) for improving male pelvic organ segmen-
tation in CT images by learning a discriminative boundary
coding representation. Our proposed method is directly based
on the morphological dilation and erosion masks transformed
from the manually delineated mask, which is easy to imple-
ment. Extensive experiments in terms of both 2D and 3D
implementations on a diverse and large pelvic CT dataset
demonstrate the superiority of our approach that improves the
state-of-the-art segmentation results by large margins.
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